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(54) Extensible energy management architecture

(57) An energy management system may include a
plurality of industrial automation devices and a first en-
ergy agent embedded within an industrial automation de-
vice of the plurality of industrial automation devices. The
first energy agent may monitor one or more energy prop-

erties that correspond to the industrial automation device.
Also, the first energy agent may adjust one or more op-
erations of the industrial automation device based at least
in part on the energy properties and an energy objective.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The present disclosure relates generally to the
field of industrial automation control systems. More par-
ticularly, embodiments of the present disclosure relate
to an extensible energy management architecture that
may provide energy management operations for various
components within an industrial automation system.
[0002] Industrial automation systems are generally
managed and operated using automation control and
monitoring systems. A wide range of applications exist
for automation control and monitoring systems, particu-
larly in industrial automation settings. Such applications
may include the powering of a wide range of actuators,
such as valves, electric motors, and so forth, and the
collection of data via sensors. Typical automation control
and monitoring systems may include one or more com-
ponents, such as programming terminals, automation
controllers, input/output (I/O) modules, and/or human-
machine interface (HMI) terminals.
[0003] Generally, the energy produced and used by
various devices in an industrial automation system is
managed by an energy management system. Conven-
tional energy management systems for industrial auto-
mation systems are typically separate systems added to
an existing infrastructure of the automation control and
monitoring systems. As such, existing energy manage-
ment systems are typically employed in parallel with the
existing automation control and monitoring systems.
Consequently, the energy management systems dupli-
cate much of the infrastructure of the existing automation
control and monitoring systems.
[0004] Although these conventional energy manage-
ment systems may provide some energy management
operations for the industrial automation system, these
conventional energy management systems are incapa-
ble of providing efficient ways to expand the energy man-
agement system or architecture as more devices are
added to the industrial automation system. Accordingly,
improved systems and methods for managing the energy
of an industrial automation system are desirable.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

[0005] In one embodiment, the present disclosure is
related to an energy management system may include
a plurality of industrial automation devices and a first en-
ergy agent embedded within an industrial automation de-
vice of the plurality of industrial automation devices. The
first energy agent may monitor one or more energy prop-
erties that correspond to the industrial automation device.
Also, the first energy agent may adjust one or more op-
erations of the industrial automation device based at least
in part on the energy properties and an energy objective.
[0006] In another embodiment, the present disclosure
is related to an energy agent may include a data agent

configured to acquire raw energy data that corresponds
to at least one device in an industrial automation system.
The energy agent may also include a monitor agent con-
figured to analyze energy data that corresponds to the
at least one device, a communication agent configured
to communicate with one or more energy agents embed-
ded within one or more devices in the industrial automa-
tion system, a control agent configured to control one or
more operations of the at least one device based at least
in part on one or more energy objectives that correspond
to the at least one device or the industrial automation
system, and a visualization agent configured to generate
one or more visualizations that correspond to the raw
energy data or the energy data analyzed by the monitor
agent.
[0007] In yet another embodiment, the present disclo-
sure is related to a method that may include receiving,
using a processor, an indication that a first energy agent
has been coupled to a communication network coupled
to a plurality of devices in an industrial automation control
system. The first energy agent may be embedded in a
first device in the industrial automation system and may
be configured to adjust one or more operations of the
first device based at least in part on an energy objective.
The method may also include exchanging a plurality of
energy profiles that corresponds to the plurality of devic-
es with the first energy agent and adjusting one or more
operations of the plurality of devices based at least in
part on the energy objective, the exchanged plurality of
energy profiles, and an energy profile of the first device.

DRAWINGS

[0008] These and other features, aspects, and advan-
tages of the present disclosure will become better under-
stood when the following detailed description is read with
reference to the accompanying drawings in which like
characters represent like parts throughout the drawings,
wherein:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an energy management
system for an industrial automation system, in ac-
cordance with an embodiment;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an energy agent for use
within the energy management system of FIG. 1, in
accordance with an embodiment;

FIG. 3 is a flow chart of a method for negotiating with
energy agents within the energy management sys-
tem of FIG. 1, in accordance with an embodiment;

FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a method for implementing
energy objective(s) using energy agents within the
energy management system of FIG. 1, in accord-
ance with an embodiment;

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of various agents within
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energy agents of the energy management system
of FIG. 1, in accordance with an embodiment; and

FIG. 6 is a flow chart of a method for scaling the
energy management system of FIG. 1, in accord-
ance with an embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009] The present disclosure is generally directed to-
wards providing an extensible energy management sys-
tem for an industrial automation system. In certain em-
bodiments, the extensible energy management system
may use energy agents to make up the extensible man-
agement system. Energy agents may be applications
embedded within microprocessors or controllers of de-
vices in the industrial automation system, as opposed to
being coupled to microprocessors or controllers as sep-
arate devices. In one embodiment, the energy agent may
have various capabilities and attributes that may enable
it to monitor and control the energy associated with its
respective device. Moreover, the energy agent may be
capable of knowing its position relative to the extensible
energy management system such that it is self-aware of
its surrounding energy environment. For instance, the
energy agent may provide monitoring operations, data
recording operations, control operations, visualization
operations, and the like for its respective device in view
of the energy characteristics of its respective device. In
any case, the extensible energy management system
may define standards for the definition and identification
of each energy agent, as well as standards for the inter-
actions between each energy agent. That is, the exten-
sible energy management system may provide a frame-
work for the energy agents to communicate and work
with each other to implement energy related goals. As a
result, when new devices are added to the extensible
energy management system, the existing energy agents
within the extensible energy management system may
automatically identify the new device, exchange informa-
tion with the new device, and modify its operations based
on the addition of the new device.
[0010] Referring now to the figures, FIG. 1 depicts a
block diagram of an energy management system 10 that
may be used to employ various techniques described
herein. The energy management system 10 may provide
an architecture or infrastructure in which the energy as-
sociated with various devices within an industrial auto-
mation system may be tracked, analyzed, managed, and
so forth. The architecture may be built on an open stand-
ard and may include extensions to create a hierarchy of
the devices within the architecture such that the energy
of the entire hierarchy may be considered as a single
entity. As such, in one embodiment, various energy prop-
erties associated with the devices within the industrial
automation system may be tracked, analyzed, and man-
aged using energy agents 12 which may be embedded
within processors of the industrial automation system de-

vices. In certain embodiments, each energy agent 12
may be embedded within an input/output controller, a
supervising controller, a machine controller, a line con-
troller, and the like.
[0011] The energy agents 12 may include software
protocols or modules that may be self-energy aware such
that they may understand the capabilities of its corre-
sponding device, that is, each energy agent 12 may have
the ability to increase power, reduce power, provide pow-
er back to a grid (e.g., regenerative drive), or be more
energy efficient, by controlling the operation of its respec-
tive device. In one embodiment, each energy agent 12
may receive and interpret factory specifications related
to its respective device to understand the capabilities of
the respective device. However, in addition to using the
factory specification of the respective device, the energy
agents 12 may use various sensors and other information
received from other energy agents 12 to determine
whether the respective devices are capable of meeting
all of the factory specifications. For instance, a 200-watt
power supply may lose some of its ability to provide 200
watts of power over time and may instead be able to
provide just 190 watts of power. The energy agent 12
associated with this power supply may realize this limi-
tation of its respective device and communicate this lim-
itation to various other energy agents 12 such that its
device is accurately represented and accounted for in
any data processes that may rely on the capabilities of
the respective device.
[0012] Keeping this in mind, the energy agents 12 may
be used to autonomously implement goal driven actions
or plans with their devices. That is, each energy agent
12 may act independently to implement various actions
for a respective device in which the energy agent 12 may
be embedded. As such, the energy agent 12 may monitor
the energy properties of its respective device, communi-
cate with other energy agents 12 to determine the energy
properties of their respective devices, and control the op-
erations of its respective device based on the energy
properties of its respective device and the energy prop-
erties of other surrounding devices. For instance, each
energy agent 12 may track energy properties that corre-
spond to the device in which it is embedded, communi-
cate these energy properties with other energy agents
12, predict energy usage for each device in the industrial
automation system based on these energy properties,
modify the operations of each device to meet energy ob-
jectives, and the like. By way of example, energy prop-
erties may include power consumption, efficiency, tem-
perature, and the like.
[0013] In one embodiment, once an energy agent 12
is embedded within its device, the energy agent 12 may
retrieve energy data from the memory of the device. To
retrieve the energy data from the device, the energy
agent 12 may perform a comprehensive search of the
device’s memory components (e.g., hardware) and iden-
tify data that resemble energy data. That is, the energy
agent 12 may search the device for historical data having
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energy related information embedded therein. The ener-
gy agent 12 may also scan the hardware components of
the device, such as hardware components, to determine
the type of sensors that may be coupled to the device
and the type of data that the hardware components are
capable of receiving. In any case, once the energy agent
12 identifies and interprets the energy data associated
with its device, the energy agent 12 may perform various
operations using the energy data. Additional details with
regard to the energy agents 12 will be provided below
with reference to FIG. 2.
[0014] Referring back to FIG. 1, the energy agents 12
may use the infrastructure provided by the energy man-
agement system 10 to exchange information and com-
municate with each other such that energy related to each
industrial automation system device may be processed
and analyzed. For instance, the energy agents 12 within
devices such as industrial automation drives, motor start-
ers, contactors, programmable controllers, switchgear,
energy meters, robots, robot controllers, human machine
interfaces (HMIs), and the like, may communicate with
each other via a communication network 14.
[0015] By way of example, FIG. 1 depicts an energy
management system 10 that includes an electronic de-
vice 16, a main controller 18, motor drives 20 and 22, a
power monitor 24, a data bridge 26, a network 28, and
an electrical grid 30, which may communicate with each
other via the communication network 14. In one embod-
iment, the electronic device 16 may include any type of
device that is used to interact with various devices on the
energy management system 10. For instance, the elec-
tronic device 16 may include a personal computer (PC),
tablet computer, mobile device, and the like.
[0016] The main controller 18 may control the opera-
tion of each device in the industrial automation system.
As such, the main controller 18 may include a commu-
nication component, a processor, a memory, storage,
and the like. The communication component may be a
wireless or wired communication component that may
facilitate communication between the main controller 18
and each device in the industrial automation system. The
processor may be any type of computer processor or
microprocessor capable of executing computer-execut-
able code. The memory and the storage may be any suit-
able articles of manufacture that can serve as media to
store processor-executable code. These articles of man-
ufacture may represent computer-readable media (i.e.,
any suitable form of memory or storage) that may store
the processor-executable code used by the processor to
perform the presently disclosed techniques.
[0017] In one embodiment, the main controller 18 may
be positioned at the top of a hierarchy of the energy man-
agement system 10. As such, the energy agent 12 em-
bedded within the main controller 18 may propagate or
send energy objectives and commands to each energy
agent 12 that may correspond to a device downstream
or in a lower level in the hierarchy of the energy manage-
ment system 10. Moreover, since the main controller 18

may be positioned at the top of a hierarchy of the energy
management system 10, the energy agent 12 embedded
within the main controller 18 may aggregate the energy
data of each energy agent 12 that may correspond to a
device downstream or in a lower level in the hierarchy of
the energy management system 10.
[0018] The motor drives 20 and 22 may be coupled to
loads such as motors and may provide controllable power
to the loads. The power monitor 24 may be a device cou-
pled on the same power branch as the motor drives 20
and 22 and may be configured to provide information
related to the power attributes or measurements that cor-
respond to an electrical point within the industrial auto-
mation system. The data bridge 26 may be an interface
that enables data to be exchanged between the network
28, the grid 30, or any other type of device. The network
28 may include a network of computing devices such as
the Internet or a cloud-based system.
[0019] In certain embodiments, the network 28 may
provide energy objectives or goals for the energy man-
agement system 10. The grid 30 may include an electrical
grid that may be coupled to the industrial automation sys-
tem. In certain embodiments, the energy agents 12 may
interact with the grid 30 to determine its energy output,
capabilities, and the like. Moreover, the energy agents
12 may send commands to its respective device to output
energy onto the grid.
[0020] Keeping the foregoing in mind, in certain em-
bodiments, the electronic device 16, the main controller
18, the motor drives 20 and 22, the power monitor 24,
the data bridge 26, and the network 28 may each include
a respective energy agent 12 embedded therein. That is,
the energy agent 12 may be embedded within a micro-
processor or controller that may communicate to other
energy agents 12 via the communication network 14.
However, it should be noted that in some embodiments,
energy agents 12 may not be embedded in each of the
devices illustrated in FIG. 1. Instead, energy agents 12
may be embedded in any combination of devices illus-
trated in FIG. 1.
[0021] As mentioned above, each device in the energy
management system 10 may use the communication net-
work 14 to exchange information and communicate with
each other. The communication network 14 may include
any type of wired or wireless communication network
such as a Local Area Network (LAN), Wide Area Network
(WAN), or the Internet. In one embodiment, the energy
management system 10 may be implemented on an ex-
isting control system infrastructure to avoid building an
additional or duplicate infrastructure for the energy man-
agement system 10. That is, the energy management
system 10 may perform its operations using the commu-
nication network 14, which may be the same communi-
cation network as provided for the control system. As a
result, the energy management system 10 may become
more extensible since adding a device with an energy
agent 12 embedded therein to the existing communica-
tion network may allow the newly added energy agent
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12 to quickly communicate and interact with all of the
devices connected to the preexisting communication net-
work.
[0022] Moreover, the energy agents 12 in the energy
management system 10 may provide an energy informa-
tion backplane for the industrial automation system such
that the new devices can virtually "plug" into the energy
information backplane. That is, the energy agents 12 em-
bedded within the new devices may provide other energy
agents 12 with information such as actual energy used,
device specifications, actual and predicted energy costs,
and the like.
[0023] In this manner, the energy agents 12 may pro-
vide infrastructure, agent protocol, and modeling tools
that may be directly applicable to dynamically managing
the energy of the corresponding industrial automation
system. For instance, since the energy agents 12 may
be self-aware of their energy utilization, the energy
agents 12 may invoke various protocols to reduce energy
usage or better manage the energy usage of each agent’s
respective devices. As such, the energy agents 12 may
have opportunities to negotiate with other energy agents
and dynamically reconfigure the operations of the energy
agents 12 to optimize energy utilization of the industrial
automation system while satisfying other opportunity
constraints and demands for safety and reliability.
[0024] FIG. 2 illustrates more details with regard to the
energy agents 12. For instance, the energy agent 12 may
include various protocols, software modules, or sub-
agents that may be used to monitor, control, and present
energy or power data related to various devices within
the industrial automation system.
[0025] In any case, the sub-agents may include a data
agent 32, a monitor agent 34, a communication agent
36, a control agent 38, a visualization agent 40, and the
like to perform various kinds of operations. It should be
noted that, in certain embodiments, the energy agent 12
may include any subset of these listed sub-agents. For
example, in certain embodiments, the energy agent 12
may include at least one of the listed sub-agents. How-
ever, it should be understood that the energy agent 12
may also include any combination of the sub-agents de-
scribed, and is not limited to including at least two of the
provided sub-agents. For example, any three or four of
these sub-agents may be used in any given energy agent
12.
[0026] In certain embodiments, the data agent 32 may
retrieve raw energy data associated with the device. Raw
energy data may include energy data stored in memory,
acquired from sensors, and the like. In this case, the data
agent 32 may retrieve raw energy data but may not in-
terpret, process, or perform any action based on the re-
trieved raw energy data. Instead, the data agent 32 may
enable a user or the other agents to receive or interpret
the raw energy data related to the device in which the
data agent 32 is embedded. In certain embodiments, the
energy agent 12 may include multiple data agents 32
such that each data agent 32 may retrieve different raw

energy data associated with the device.
[0027] The monitor agent 34, on the other hand, may
interrogate, interpret, or derive some conclusion based
on the retrieved data. That is, the monitor agent 34 may
monitor or analyze the energy data of its respective de-
vice and derive some conclusion on the energy data. For
instance, the monitor agent 34 may analyze the amount
of energy being consumed by its respective device and
may send an alarm signal to the main controller 18 if the
amount of energy exceeds some limit. Moreover, in this
case, the monitor agent 34 may conclude that its respec-
tive device is energy inefficient and may designate the
device as such to other energy agents 12 within the com-
munication network 14. In addition to monitoring the en-
ergy data associated with its own device, the monitor
agent 34 may monitor or analyze the energy data asso-
ciated with other devices having energy agents 12 em-
bedded therein. That is, the monitor agent 34 may mon-
itor data acquired by other devices within the industrial
automation system that may be accessible via the com-
munication network 14.
[0028] In one embodiment, the monitor agent 34 may
also generate or virtualize energy data for other devices
in the industrial automation system that may not have
energy agents 12 disposed thereon. For instance, if the
drive 22 did not include an energy agent 12, the monitor
agent 34 embedded within another device in the energy
management system 10 may generate a virtual model
simulation of the energy data for the drive 22. As such,
the monitor agent 34 may receive energy data from
neighboring devices such as the drive 20 and the power
monitor 24 and calculate or predict energy data for the
drive 22 based on the received energy data, the power
topology or structure of the industrial automation system,
and the like.
[0029] Keeping the foregoing in mind, the monitor
agent 34, or any other agent within the energy agent 12,
may communicate to any device coupled to the commu-
nication network 14 using the communication agent 36.
The communication agent 36 may enable the energy
agent 12 to integrate into the communication network 14
once the energy agent 12 is connected to the communi-
cation network 14. Once connected, the communication
agent 36 may include protocol transforms that may allow
the communication agent 36 to interact with other energy
agents 12, their respective devices, and the like.
[0030] Generally, the communication agent 36 may
automatically integrate the energy agent 12 into the com-
munication network 14 as soon as network conductivity
has been established. As such, the communication agent
36 may exchange profiles with other energy agents 12
connected to the communication network 14 such that
energy data for the newly connected energy agent 12
may be registered and available for processing by the
other energy agents 12. The profile of each device or
energy agent 12 may be defined based on the capabilities
of the device. Based on these capabilities, the energy
agents 12 may determine how they may interact with
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other energy agents 12 in the energy management sys-
tem 10.
[0031] Additionally, by using the communication
agents 36, the energy agents 12 coupled to the commu-
nication network 14 may freely communicate with each
other and the network 28. In one embodiment, the com-
munication agent 36 may freely interrogate a cloud-
based system that may be part of the network 28. The
communication agent 36 may also be used to interact
with the main controller 18 to determine appropriate en-
ergy use profiles or objectives for each type of device
that may be part of the industrial automation system. Ad-
ditionally, the main controller 18 or the cloud-based sys-
tem (e.g., of the network 28) may provide options for al-
ternative operations of the devices to reduce energy, pro-
vide access to energy-driven condition assessment da-
tabases and algorithms, and provide access to databas-
es providing energy use profiles of other similar equip-
ment in similar environments. Moreover, the network 28
may be used to provide operating objectives, quality ob-
jectives, reliability objectives, energy usage objectives,
and the like, for each device in the industrial automation
system or for the industrial automation system as a
whole.
[0032] After identifying all relevant energy data and es-
tablishing communication with other energy agents 12
on the communication network 14, the control agent 38
may alter or control the performance of the device on
which the corresponding energy agent 12 is embedded.
That is, the control agent 38 may alter the operations of
the device to become more energy efficient, to achieve
a collaborative energy objective with other energy agents
12, to achieve a minimum or optimum energy use pattern,
and so forth. Further, the control agent 38 may dynami-
cally alter the operations of its device based on the chang-
ing energy costs, changing process conditions, changing
machine operation context (e.g., start-up process, high-
speed operation, low priority energy operation), and the
like.
[0033] In certain embodiments, the control agent 38
may employ alternative control strategies (e.g., device
operations) and/or recommend alternate topologies that
can achieve target production objectives in an energy-
efficient manner. For example, the alternative control
strategies may include proportional-integrative-deriva-
tive and the like. Alternate control strategy may also in-
clude storing materials for later processing. This could
be based on avoiding starting a large motor (e.g., a grind-
er) to avoid increased utility demand charges based on
communication of the demand interval start and end time
from a power monitor. Several large controlled loads may
negotiate which subset of them may operate in the cur-
rent demand interval to achieve the most production or
to avoid a costly operation like clean-in-place for a par-
ticular pieces of machinery. Another control strategy may
include reducing an operational rate. This might take
more total energy for the same production, but reduce
the peak demand. Yet another strategy may include in-

creasing the rate to complete manufacturing before an
impending power outage. This may be costly in terms of
wear on the machine, but it may avoid a less desirous
forced utility shutdown.
[0034] The control agent 38 may determine these al-
ternative control strategies and/or alternate topologies
after interpreting the energy data received from other en-
ergy agents 12. As such, the control agent 38 may auto-
matically determine alternative control strategies and/or
alternate topologies without distracting the user of the
industrial automation system.
[0035] Additionally, the control agent 38 may receive
commands locally or remotely from a user that may in-
dicate an operating mode (e.g., power savings mode,
high productivity mode) for its respective device. In one
embodiment, the control agent 38 may change between
the operating modes of the device based on information
related to energy cost, energy use objectives, operating
contexts (e.g., low-priority activity to minimize energy us-
age), and the like.
[0036] Generally, the control agents 38 or energy
agents 12 in the energy management system 10 may
operate within the communication network 14 as a peer-
to-peer network. As such, each control agent 38 may
operate its respective device and share information re-
lated to its device with other control agents 38. In certain
embodiments, all of the control agents 38 may work to-
gether to achieve an energy objective by collaboratively
gathering information and collaboratively determining ac-
tions to be performed by each device in the energy man-
agement system 10. After determining appropriate ac-
tions for each device together, each control agent 38 may
send commands to its respective device to operate in a
manner consistent with the determined actions. For in-
stance, the control agent 38 may negotiate with other
control agents 38 (i.e., energy agents 12) to collaborate
and achieve various energy objectives as described in
method 50 of FIG 3.
[0037] In one embodiment, certain sub-agents may be
invoked, installed, or activated by the energy agent 12
based on inputs received from an operator. For instance,
the energy agent 12 may receive various inputs that in-
dicate the nature of the device coupled to the energy
agent 12, the location within a topology of the respective
device, and the like. After receiving this information, the
energy agent 12 may activate a set of sub-agents (e.g.,
data agent 32, monitor agent 34, communication agent
36, control agent 38, visualization agent 40) to perform
various operations to achieve its energy objective(s). In
the same manner, the energy agent 12 may invoke, in-
stall, or activate certain sub-agents based on a determi-
nation made by the energy agent 12 with regard to the
topology of the energy management system 10, the lo-
cation of the energy agent 12 with respect to the energy
management system 10, the type of device associated
with the energy agent 12, and the like. That is, the energy
agent 12 may receive information regarding the energy
properties related to its respective device, and determine
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the topology of the energy management system 10, the
location of the energy agent 12 with respect to the energy
management system 10, the type of device associated
with the energy agent 12, and the like. The energy agent
12 may then install or activate a set of sub-agents based
on these determinations.
[0038] In this manner, each energy agent 12 may be
configured or programed by an operator to have some
set of sub-agents (e.g., data agent 32, monitor agent 34,
communication agent 36, control agent 38, visualization
agent 40) or each energy agent 12 may determine which
sub-agents it should include based on various charac-
teristics related to the location of the energy agent 12
within the energy management system 10 (i.e., with re-
spect to various other energy agents 12, devices, etc.),
a topology of the energy management system 10, type
of device associated with the energy agent 12, types of
devices connected to the energy agent 12, and the like.
In this case, once the energy agent 12 determines its
appropriate sub-agents, it may download or retrieve the
sub-agents via the network 28. Alternatively, each energy
agent 12 may include each different type of sub-agent
and the energy agent 12 may activate the sub-agents
stored therein based on its determination.
[0039] Referring now to FIG. 3, in certain embodi-
ments, the control agent 38 may employ the method 50
to achieve one or more energy objective(s) by negotiating
with other control agents 38. Although the following de-
scription of the method 50 is described as being per-
formed by the control agent 38, it should be noted that
any subagent within the energy agent 12 may perform
the process of the method 50.
[0040] At block 52, the control agent 38 may receive
one or more energy objectives that may correspond to
the devices within the energy management system 10.
In one embodiment, the energy objectives may include
an amount of energy or power that may be used over a
period of time by all of the devices in the industrial auto-
mation system, an amount of energy or power that may
be used by each individual device in the industrial auto-
mation system, energy efficiency levels for the entire in-
dustrial automation system, energy efficiency levels for
each device in the industrial automation system, and the
like.
[0041] At block 54, the control agent 38 may negotiate
with other control agents 38 to implement the energy ob-
jective(s). As such, the control agents 38 may coordinate
their actions to their respective devices to achieve the
energy objectives. Additional details with regard to how
the control agents 38 may coordinate or negotiate their
actions with each other will be described below with ref-
erence to FIG. 4. In any case, after the control agent 38
negotiates with other control agents 38 with respect to
how to achieve its energy objective, at block 56, the con-
trol agent 38 may implement the negotiated actions de-
termined at block 54 into its respective device.
[0042] Keeping the foregoing in mind, FIG. 4 illustrates
a flow chart of a method 60 that multiple control agents

38 may employ to achieve one or more energy objectives.
As such, at block 62, each control agent 38 in the energy
management system 10 may receive an energy objective
from a user, the network 28, the main controller 18, or
the like. By way of example, the energy objective may
include energy efficiency provisions for each device in
the industrial automation system, overall energy efficien-
cy provisions for the entire industrial automation system,
energy limits for the industrial automation system, and
the like.
[0043] At block 64, each control agent 38 may deter-
mine an action for its respective device and any other
device in the energy management system 10 that may
correspond to meeting the energy objective(s). As a re-
sult, each control agent 38 may develop an individual
energy plan that specifies how each device in the indus-
trial automation system or how its respective device may
operate to meet the energy objective(s).
[0044] At block 66, each control agent 38 may share
its individual energy plan with the other control agents
38. As such, each control agent 38 may send its individual
energy plants via the communication network 14 to the
other control agents 38. In one embodiment, each control
agent 38 may send its respective individual plan to one
control agent 38 (e.g., the control agent 38 embedded
within the master controller 18) such that the one control
agent 38 may perform the remaining steps of the method
50. However, it should be noted that in other embodi-
ments, each control agent 38 may still perform the re-
maining steps of the method 50.
[0045] At block 68, each control agent 38 may identify
which respective plan most closely meets the energy ob-
jective(s) received at block 52. In one embodiment, dif-
ferent portions of the energy objective(s) may be weight-
ed or prioritized differently. As such, each control agent
38 may identify which respective plan most closely meets
the energy objective(s) received at block 52 based on a
weighted score with respect to how closely each different
portion of the energy objective(s) is achieved.
[0046] At block 70, each control agent 38 may imple-
ment the plan identified at block 68. As such, each control
agent 38 may send one or more commands to its respec-
tive device to change its operation (or maintain its oper-
ation in some cases) such that the plan identified at block
68 is implemented. In one embodiment, the control agent
38 that corresponds to the plan identified at block 68 may
then be designated as a master controller for each control
agent 38 in the energy management system 10.
[0047] Referring back to FIG. 2, the energy agent 12
may also include the visualization agent 40, which may
visualize or generate visualizations of the energy data
received by the energy agent 12. In one embodiment,
the visualization agent 40 may interact with the data
agent 32 and/or the monitor agent 34 and generate vis-
ualizations depicting the energy data retrieved by these
agents on a user interface or screen. For instance, the
visualization agent 40 may receive energy data from the
monitor agent 34 and determine what type of graphical
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representation may effectively relate the information con-
tained in the energy data to a user.
[0048] In certain embodiments, the visualization agent
40 may display energy management messages that may
be issued between energy agents 12. The visualization
agent 40 may use the energy management messages
to discover, query, and manage the devices described
within the energy management messages. In some cas-
es, upon identifying or discovering new devices in the
industrial automation system, the visualization agent 40
may have a symbolic reference to identify the newly dis-
covered device. The visualization agent 40 may also gen-
erate an alarm and event log that may indicate various
alarm or event conditions that may occur within various
devices in the industrial automation system, and may in-
clude links to the devices that correspond to the alarm
or event.
[0049] By way of example, FIG. 5 illustrates an em-
bodiment in which different sub-agents of energy agents
12 are distributed to different devices throughout the en-
ergy management system 10. For instance, the energy
agent 12 in the electronic device 16 may include just the
visualization agent 40 display some graphical represen-
tation to a user of the electronic device 16. In one em-
bodiment, the visualization agent 40 may be capable of
understanding how to interact with various monitor
agents 34 that may be coupled to the visualization agent
40 via the communication network 14. As such, once an
instance of the visualization agent 40 is instantiated on
the electronic device 16, the visualization agent 40 may
interrogate the energy management system 10 and lo-
cate each monitor agent 34 within the architecture of the
energy management system 10. Based on the capabili-
ties of the visualization agent 40, the visualization agent
40 may receive energy data acquired by each monitor
agent 34 and display some graphical representation of
the energy data. In certain embodiments, the visualiza-
tion agent 40 of the electronic device 16 may display the
energy data in a manner that may be most useful to the
user of the electronic device 16. For instance, the visu-
alization agent 40 of the electronic device 16 may display
graphical representations of the energy being used by
the drive 20 given its proximity to the drive.
[0050] Like the visualization agent 40 of the electronic
device 16, the control agent 38 of the main controller 18
may interact with other energy agents 12 or sub-agents
within energy agents 12 in the energy management sys-
tem 10. As mentioned above, the control agent 38 may
alter the performance of the device on which the corre-
sponding energy agent 12 is embedded. Keeping this in
mind, the control agent 38 may alter the operation of drive
20 and drive 22 based on information received from var-
ious energy agents 12 in the energy management system
10. For example, the control agent 38 of the main con-
troller 18 (FIG. 5) may receive energy data information
from each data agent 32 and monitor agent 34 in the
energy management system 10. Using the acquired in-
formation, the control agent 38 may alter the operation

of various devices in the energy management system 10
to achieve various energy objectives or goals. For in-
stance, if the control agent 38 determines that the drive
20 is conducting an unequal amount of power as com-
pared to the drive 22, the control agent 38 may send
commands to the drive 20 and to the drive 22 to alter
their operations such that each drive conducts a substan-
tially equal amount of power or such that the energy ob-
jectives for the energy management system 10 are
achieved.
[0051] In one embodiment, the monitor agent 34 in the
network 28 may monitor data acquired by other monitor
agents 34 in the energy management system 10. As
such, the data acquired by the monitor agent 34 in the
network 28 (e.g., cloud) may be used to determine an
appropriate action for the overall industrial automation
system. For instance, the monitor agent 34 in the network
28 may determine an amount of overall power being used
by each device in the energy management system 10.
The monitor agent 34 may also interact with the grid 30
to determine an amount of power being drawn from the
grid 30 and the maximum amount of power available from
the grid 30. Using the information provided by the monitor
agent 34 in the network 28, an operator of the energy
management system 10 may make decisions based on
all of the available information. For instance, the user
may compare the overall amount of power being con-
sumed by the devices in the energy management system
10 to the amount of power being drawn from the grid 30
and the maximum amount of power available from the
grid 30 to determine whether the devices in the energy
management system 10 can operate at faster speeds,
higher efficiencies, and the like. The user may then adjust
the operation of various devices in the energy manage-
ment system 10 based on an analysis of the data avail-
able from the monitor agent 34.
[0052] In any case, by providing the ability to monitor,
track, and analyze energy data within an industrial auto-
mation system in real time or near real time, the user of
the industrial automation system may be able to provide
a more efficient means in which to operate each device
in the industrial automation system. For example, in con-
ventional industrial automation systems, since energy
savings are not typically a primary concern for users of
the industrial automation system, the industrial automa-
tion system is generally operated without regard to en-
ergy constraints or energy efficiency. However, by pro-
viding the energy data associated with various devices
in the industrial automation system at near instantaneous
time (e.g., updated every second, every few seconds, or
at a similar frequency), the users may be more likely to
read and interpret the energy data. Moreover, the users
may make energy conscious decisions based on the en-
ergy data. For example, the users of the industrial auto-
mation system may analyze the energy usage of each
device in the industrial automation system to determine
critical areas for optimization. The user may then add
additional metering, optimization algorithms, energy
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management or optimization devices, and the like, in or-
der to achieve various energy savings. As a result, the
user of the industrial automation system may focus on
achieving an energy efficient production of high quality
products and processes.
[0053] Moreover, since new energy agents 12 may be
integrated onto existing control networks, energy infor-
mation may be seamlessly integrated in an extensible
architecture (i.e., energy management system 10). That
is, by enabling the energy agent 12 to integrate informa-
tion from existing functional domains and devices, the
energy management system 10 may enable new devices
to be automatically integrated into the industrial automa-
tion system in a manner to optimize energy use of some
period of time or during a production run. Further, the
extensible nature of the energy management system 10
may also enable various control operations, diagnostic
operations, prognostic operations, processing opera-
tions, and the like to be implemented more quickly.
[0054] Keeping this in mind, FIG. 6 illustrates a flow
chart of a method 80 for scaling the energy management
system 10. In particular, the method 80 describes how
adding a new energy agent 12 onto an existing architec-
ture of the energy management system 10 may expand
the energy management system 10. In one embodiment,
each energy agent 12 on an existing energy manage-
ment system 10 may perform the process of the method
80 along with the new energy agent 12 added to the ex-
isting energy management system 10.
[0055] As such, at block 82, each energy agent 12 may
receive an indication that a new energy agent 12 has
been added or integrated into the existing energy man-
agement system 10. In certain embodiments, the new
energy agent 12 may be integrated into an existing con-
trol system network of an industrial automation system.
For example, when a new industrial automation device
is integrated into the industrial automation system, the
energy agent 12 embedded within the new industrial au-
tomation device may also become integrated into the en-
ergy management system 10 that corresponds to the in-
dustrial automation system.
[0056] At block 84, the new energy agent 12 may ex-
change information with other energy agents 12 that may
already be present on the energy management system
10. In one embodiment, if the new energy agent 12 is the
only energy agent in the energy management system 10,
the new energy agent 12 may simulate energy data for
the devices on the industrial automation system. That is,
the new energy agent 12 may interrogate the control sys-
tem and determine the types of devices and locations of
the devices on the industrial automation system. The new
energy agent 12 may then simulate expected energy data
for the devices that do not provide energy data to the
new energy agent 12 based on energy data related to its
respective device, information related to the architecture
or topology of the industrial automation system, informa-
tion related to the energy data that corresponds to some
of the devices within some proximity to the new energy

agent 12, and the like.
[0057] At block 86, the new energy agent 12 or each
energy agent 12 may adjust the operation of its respective
device based on the new energy data received from the
new energy agent 12. In one embodiment, each energy
agent 12 may operate to perform some energy objective.
As such, once the energy data from the new energy agent
12 is received, each energy agent 12 may better under-
stand how the functions of its respective devices may be
altered to achieve the energy objective(s). Based on its
own understanding of its respective device and its effect
on the energy objective, each energy agent 12 may adjust
the operation of its respective device to better achieve
the energy objective.
[0058] While only certain features of the invention have
been illustrated and described herein, many modifica-
tions and changes will occur to those skilled in the art. It
is, therefore, to be understood that the appended claims
are intended to cover all such modifications and changes
as fall within the true spirit of the invention.
[0059] The following is a list of further preferred
embodiments of the invention:

Embodiment 1. An energy management system,
comprising:

a plurality of industrial automation devices;

a first energy agent embedded within an indus-
trial automation device of the plurality of indus-
trial automation devices, wherein the first energy
agent is configured to:

monitor one or more energy properties that
correspond to the industrial automation de-
vice; and

adjust one or more operations of the indus-
trial automation device based at least in part
on the energy properties and an energy ob-
jective.

Embodiment 2. The energy management system of
embodiment 1, wherein the first energy agent is con-
figured to:

receive factory specifications that correspond to
the industrial automation device; and

adjust the operations of the industrial automa-
tion device based at least in part on the factory
specifications.

Embodiment 3. The energy management system of
embodiment 2, wherein the first energy agent is con-
figured to:

determine whether the industrial automation de-
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vice is capable of meeting the factory specifica-
tions; and

adjust the operations of the industrial automa-
tion device based at least in part on whether the
industrial automation device is capable of meet-
ing the factory specifications.

Embodiment 4. The energy management system of
embodiment 1, comprising:

a plurality of energy agents embedded within a
subset of the plurality of industrial automation
devices, wherein the first energy agent is con-
figured to:

exchange energy data with each of the plu-
rality of energy agents; and

adjust the operations of the industrial auto-
mation device based at least in part on the
energy data.

Embodiment 5. The energy management system of
embodiment 4, wherein the energy data is ex-
changed over a communication network, and where-
in the communication network is the same as a con-
trol network for the plurality of industrial automation
devices.

Embodiment 6. The energy management system of
embodiment 5, wherein the communication network
comprises an industrial communication network,
wherein the industrial communication network com-
prises which EtherNet/IP®, DeviceNet®, Control-
Net®, Profinet®, S/B EtherNet/IP, or any combina-
tion thereof.

Embodiment 7. The energy management system of
embodiment 4, wherein the energy data comprises
an amount of energy used by the industrial automa-
tion device, a specification that corresponds to the
industrial automation device, actual energy costs as-
sociated with the industrial automation device, pre-
dicted energy costs associated with the industrial au-
tomation device, or a combination thereof.

Embodiment 8. The energy management system of
embodiment 1, comprising a network configured to
provide the energy objective to the first energy agent.

Embodiment 9. The energy management system of
embodiment 8, wherein the network is a cloud-based
system.

Embodiment 10. The energy management system
of embodiment 1, comprising:

a plurality of energy agents embedded within a
subset of the plurality of industrial automation
devices, wherein the plurality of energy agents
are downstream from the first energy agent, and
wherein the first energy agent is configured to:

aggregate energy data acquired from each
of the plurality of energy agents; and

adjust the operations of the industrial auto-
mation device based at least in part on the
aggregation.

Embodiment 11. The energy management system
of embodiment 1, comprising a plurality of energy
agents embedded within a subset of the plurality of
industrial automation devices, wherein the plurality
of energy agents and the first energy agent are part
of an energy management hierarchy, wherein the
first energy agent is on top of the energy manage-
ment hierarchy, and wherein the first energy agent
is configured to send energy objectives and com-
mands to each energy agent of the plurality of energy
agents.

Embodiment 12. The energy management system
of embodiment 1, comprising a second energy agent
embedded in a second industrial automation device,
wherein the second energy agent is not capable of
monitoring one or more energy properties that cor-
respond to the second industrial automation device,
and wherein the second energy agent is configured
to receive the one or more energy properties that
correspond to the second industrial automation de-
vice from the first energy agent.

Embodiment 13. An energy agent, comprising:

a communication agent configured to commu-
nicate with one or more energy agents embed-
ded within one or more devices in the industrial
automation system; and

at least one of:

a data agent configured to acquire raw en-
ergy data that corresponds to at least one
device in an industrial automation system;

a monitor agent configured to analyze en-
ergy data that corresponds to the at least
one device;

a control agent configured to control one or
more operations of the at least one device
based at least in part on one or more energy
objectives that correspond to the at least
one device or the industrial automation sys-
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tem; and

a visualization agent configured to generate
one or more visualizations that correspond
to the raw energy data or the energy data
analyzed by the monitor agent.

Embodiment 14. The energy agent of embodiment
13, wherein the monitor agent is configured to ana-
lyze the energy data by:

determining whether the energy data exceeds
a predetermined limit ; and

sending an alarm signal to a controller that is
configured to control the industrial automation
system when the energy data exceeds the pre-
determined limit.

Embodiment 15. The energy agent of embodiment
13-, wherein the monitor agent is configured to an-
alyze energy data that corresponds to one or more
devices in the industrial automation system by re-
ceiving the energy data that corresponds to the one
or more devices from one or more energy agents
embedded within the one or more devices via a com-
munication network.

Embodiment 16. The energy agent of embodiment
13, wherein the monitor agent is configured to sim-
ulate energy data that corresponds to a first device
in the industrial automation system based at least in
part on the energy data that corresponds to the at
least one device and energy data that corresponds
to one or more devices within one or more devices
in the industrial automation system, wherein the first
device is not part of the one or more devices.

Embodiment 17. The energy agent of embodiment
13, wherein the communication agent is configured
to automatically integrate the energy agent into a
communication network once the energy agent es-
tablishes network conductivity with the communica-
tion network.

Embodiment 18. The energy agent of embodiment
17, wherein the communication agent is configured
to automatically integrate the energy agent into a
communication network by exchanging a profile that
corresponds to the energy agent with one or more
energy agents embedded within one or more devices
in the industrial automation system, wherein the one
or more energy agents are coupled to the commu-
nication network.

Embodiment 19. The energy agent of embodiment
13, wherein the control agent is configured to:

receive the one or more energy objectives;

coordinate the one or more operations with one
or more energy agents embedded within one or
more devices in the industrial automation sys-
tem; and

implement the coordinated operations using the
at least one device and the one or more energy
agents.

Embodiment 20. The energy agent of embodiment
13, wherein the control agent is configured to:

determine an energy plan based at least in part
on the one or more operations and the one or
more energy objectives;

receive the one or more energy plans from one
or more energy agents embedded within one or
more devices in the industrial automation sys-
tem, wherein each energy plan comprises one
or more actions for each device in the industrial
automation system to implement to achieve the
one or more energy objectives;

identify one of the one or more energy plans that
substantially meets the one or more energy ob-
jectives; and

implement the one of the identified one or more
energy plans.

Embodiment 21. The energy agent of embodiment
13, wherein the visualization agent is configured to
generate one or more visualizations for display on
the at least one device, wherein the one or more
visualizations depict the raw energy data, the ana-
lyzed energy data, one or more alarm conditions, or
a combination thereof.

Embodiment 22. A method, comprising:

receiving, using a processor, an indication that
a first energy agent has been coupled to a com-
munication network coupled to a plurality of de-
vices in an industrial automation control system,
wherein the first energy agent is embedded in a
first device in the industrial automation system
and is configured to adjust one or more opera-
tions of the first device based at least in part on
an energy objective;

exchanging a plurality of energy profiles that cor-
responds to the plurality of devices with the first
energy agent; and

adjusting one or more operations of the plurality
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of devices based at least in part on the energy
objective, the exchanged plurality of energy pro-
files, and an energy profile of the first device.

Embodiment 23. The method of embodiment 22,
comprising simulating at least one energy profile for
at least one of the plurality of devices, wherein the
at least one of the plurality of devices does not ex-
change an energy profile.

Embodiment 24. The method of embodiment 23,
wherein the at least one energy profile is simulated
based at least in part on a subset of the plurality of
energy profiles, wherein the subset corresponds to
a subset of the plurality of devices within a proximity
of the at least one of the plurality of devices.

Claims

1. An energy management system, comprising:

a plurality of industrial automation devices;
a first energy agent embedded within an indus-
trial automation device of the plurality of indus-
trial automation devices, wherein the first energy
agent is configured to:

monitor one or more energy properties that
correspond to the industrial automation de-
vice; and
adjust one or more operations of the indus-
trial automation device based at least in part
on the energy properties and an energy ob-
jective.

2. The energy management system of claim 1, wherein
the first energy agent is configured to:

receive factory specifications that correspond to
the industrial automation device; and
adjust the operations of the industrial automa-
tion device based at least in part on the factory
specifications.

3. The energy management system of claim 2, wherein
the first energy agent is configured to:

determine whether the industrial automation de-
vice is capable of meeting the factory specifica-
tions; and
adjust the operations of the industrial automa-
tion device based at least in part on whether the
industrial automation device is capable of meet-
ing the factory specifications.

4. The energy management system of any one of
claims 1 to 3, comprising:

a plurality of energy agents embedded within a
subset of the plurality of industrial automation
devices, wherein the first energy agent is con-
figured to:

exchange energy data with each of the plu-
rality of energy agents; and
adjust the operations of the industrial auto-
mation device based at least in part on the
energy data; and/or

wherein the energy data is exchanged over a
communication network, and wherein the com-
munication network is the same as a control net-
work for the plurality of industrial automation de-
vices; and/or
wherein the communication network comprises
an industrial communication network, wherein
the industrial communication network compris-
es which EtherNet/IP®, DeviceNet®, Control-
Net®, Profinet®, S/B EtherNet/IP, or any com-
bination thereof.

5. The energy management system of claim 4, wherein
the energy data comprises an amount of energy
used by the industrial automation device, a specifi-
cation that corresponds to the industrial automation
device, actual energy costs associated with the in-
dustrial automation device, predicted energy costs
associated with the industrial automation device, or
a combination thereof.

6. The energy management system of any one of
claims 1 to 5, comprising a network configured to
provide the energy objective to the first energy agent;
and/or
wherein the network is a cloud-based system.

7. The energy management system of any one of
claims 1 to 6, comprising:

a plurality of energy agents embedded within a
subset of the plurality of industrial automation
devices, wherein the plurality of energy agents
are downstream from the first energy agent, and
wherein the first energy agent is configured to:

aggregate energy data acquired from each
of the plurality of energy agents; and
adjust the operations of the industrial auto-
mation device based at least in part on the
aggregation.

8. The energy management system of any one of
claims 1 to 7, comprising a plurality of energy agents
embedded within a subset of the plurality of industrial
automation devices, wherein the plurality of energy
agents and the first energy agent are part of an en-
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ergy management hierarchy, wherein the first ener-
gy agent is on top of the energy management hier-
archy, and wherein the first energy agent is config-
ured to send energy objectives and commands to
each energy agent of the plurality of energy agents;
or
comprising a second energy agent embedded in a
second industrial automation device, wherein the
second energy agent is not capable of monitoring
one or more energy properties that correspond to
the second industrial automation device, and where-
in the second energy agent is configured to receive
the one or more energy properties that correspond
to the second industrial automation device from the
first energy agent.

9. An energy agent, comprising:

a communication agent configured to commu-
nicate with one or more energy agents embed-
ded within one or more devices in the industrial
automation system; and
at least one of:

a data agent configured to acquire raw en-
ergy data that corresponds to at least one
device in an industrial automation system;
a monitor agent configured to analyze en-
ergy data that corresponds to the at least
one device;
a control agent configured to control one or
more operations of the at least one device
based at least in part on one or more energy
objectives that correspond to the at least
one device or the industrial automation sys-
tem; and
a visualization agent configured to generate
one or more visualizations that correspond
to the raw energy data or the energy data
analyzed by the monitor agent.

10. The energy agent of claim 9, wherein the monitor
agent is configured to analyze the energy data by:

determining whether the energy data exceeds
a predetermined limit; and
sending an alarm signal to a controller that is
configured to control the industrial automation
system when the energy data exceeds the pre-
determined limit.

11. The energy agent of claim 9 or 10-, wherein the mon-
itor agent is configured to analyze energy data that
corresponds to one or more devices in the industrial
automation system by receiving the energy data that
corresponds to the one or more devices from one or
more energy agents embedded within the one or
more devices via a communication network; or

wherein the monitor agent is configured to simulate
energy data that corresponds to a first device in the
industrial automation system based at least in part
on the energy data that corresponds to the at least
one device and energy data that corresponds to one
or more devices within one or more devices in the
industrial automation system, wherein the first de-
vice is not part of the one or more devices.

12. The energy agent of any one of claims 139 to 11
wherein the communication agent is configured to
automatically integrate the energy agent into a com-
munication network once the energy agent estab-
lishes network conductivity with the communication
network; and/or
wherein the communication agent is configured to
automatically integrate the energy agent into a com-
munication network by exchanging a profile that cor-
responds to the energy agent with one or more en-
ergy agents embedded within one or more devices
in the industrial automation system, wherein the one
or more energy agents are coupled to the commu-
nication network; or
wherein the control agent is configured to:

receive the one or more energy objectives;
coordinate the one or more operations with one
or more energy agents embedded within one or
more devices in the industrial automation sys-
tem; and
implement the coordinated operations using the
at least one device and the one or more energy
agents.

13. The energy agent of any one of claims 9 to 12, where-
in the control agent is configured to:

determine an energy plan based at least in part
on the one or more operations and the one or
more energy objectives;
receive the one or more energy plans from one
or more energy agents embedded within one or
more devices in the industrial automation sys-
tem, wherein each energy plan comprises one
or more actions for each device in the industrial
automation system to implement to achieve the
one or more energy objectives;
identify one of the one or more energy plans that
substantially meets the one or more energy ob-
jectives; and
implement the one of the identified one or more
energy plans; or
wherein the visualization agent is configured to
generate one or more visualizations for display
on the at least one device, wherein the one or
more visualizations depict the raw energy data,
the analyzed energy data, one or more alarm
conditions, or a combination thereof.
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14. A method, comprising:

receiving, using a processor, an indication that
a first energy agent has been coupled to a com-
munication network coupled to a plurality of de-
vices in an industrial automation control system,
wherein the first energy agent is embedded in a
first device in the industrial automation system
and is configured to adjust one or more opera-
tions of the first device based at least in part on
an energy objective;
exchanging a plurality of energy profiles that cor-
responds to the plurality of devices with the first
energy agent; and
adjusting one or more operations of the plurality
of devices based at least in part on the energy
objective, the exchanged plurality of energy pro-
files, and an energy profile of the first device.

15. The method of claim 14, comprising simulating at
least one energy profile for at least one of the plurality
of devices, wherein the at least one of the plurality
of devices does not exchange an energy profile;
and/or
wherein the at least one energy profile is simulated
based at least in part on a subset of the plurality of
energy profiles, wherein the subset corresponds to
a subset of the plurality of devices within a proximity
of the at least one of the plurality of devices
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